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Abstract. Organizing scientific papers helps efficiently derive meaningful
insights of the published scientific resources, enables researchers grasp rapid
technological change and hence assists new scientific discovery. In this paper,
we experiment text mining and data management of scientific publications for
collecting and presenting useful information to support research. For efficient
data management and fast information retrieval, four data storages are
employed: a semantic repository, an index and search repository, a document
repository and a graph repository, taking full advantage of their features and
strength. The results show that the combination of these four repositories can
effectively store and index the publication data with reliability and efficiency
and hence supply meaningful information to support scientific research.
Keywords: data management, distributed storage, NoSql, text mining,
visualization, document repository, Elasticsearch, graph database.
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Introduction

Digital libraries of scientific published papers are the main channel for acquiring
cutting edge knowledge for scientific workers. This system presented is designed to
help researchers overcome the limitations in pursuing scientific discovery through the
analysis of published research papers. A large number of papers in computer graphics
have been collected to study the trends of topic changes with the time. Most digital
libraries concentrate on single document analysis. Our project DrInventor [1] tries to
help the user overcome the difficulties in pursuing scientific discovery. The initiative
is todiscover scientific creativity and technological change to facilitate scientific
research. Researchers normally search citations from public digital libraries. They use
keywords to find relevant publications from their titles, abstracts, mesh terms or full
text. Due to the size of the libraries, finding the right papers is not easy and our
system is designed to help them.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe how
we collect, analyse and extract information from raw resources. In section 3 we
discuss managing these data in suitable data repositories to help efficient querying

related data. And in section 4, we present two visualization demos to display our
processing results in two cases.
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Data Collection

As these citations are semi-structured, they follow a certain template (e.g. ACM). The
basic information we need has to be extracted from the original documents in pdf
format. With the aid of further text analysis, we convert the original pdf files into
plain text files by using Apache PDFBox [2], an open source Java tool for working
with PDF documents. These original pdf files are kept since they are still useful to
users. We separate these papers according to their publication data (e.g. year,
volume). A corpus is defined with properties such as organization, conference, year.
In each phrase we process one corpus. If there is a failure in one corpus, it will not
affect the other corpuses.
The data collection phrase has three targets:
 extraction of basic information of a paper such as authors, title, abstract
sentences, doi, which can be used to provide brief information about a paper
and to provide a unique ID for each paper, hence avoiding duplicated
processing.


extraction of references, citation information, and hence from each paper to
build up relation chains among the publications.



extraction of standard keywords and their frequency from each paper. With
these results, we could further calculate the topics from the information.

The data collection work is also used in EC project CARRE [3].

2.1

Metadata Extraction

We implement Metadata extraction by using a text processing pipeline supported by
the GATE Text Engineering Framework [4]. A text file is broken down into
sentences, then tokenized and POS tagged with the ANNIE system [5], followed by
recognizing person names and numbers with gazetteers. With all this information, we
then use a series of grammar rules (JAPE: Java Annotation Pattern Engine [6] rules)
for the extraction of meaningful information:
1. Define “Macro”s from ACM format to find important markers, such as
“ACM Reference Format” at the start of a converted txt file; “Abstract” tag,
“Keywords” tag, “Introduction” tag, “DOI” tag , “year” tag, “Author” tag,
“CR Categories” tag and so on. Make JAPE rules to output “author”, “year”,
“title” tags.

2. Search for two consecutive sentences with first sentence containing
{authorTag}{yearTag} or {authorsTag}{yearTag}. From these two
sentences, reference title, year, authors are extracted.
3. Search for abstract sentences, located between the “Abstract” tag and the
“CR Categories” tag.
4. Search for keywords list sentences starting from “the Keywords” tag,
ending at the “Introduction” tag.
The above rules apply to ACM publications, with some modifications needed over
different time periods. By applying these rules, each paper is mapped to one metadata
and is stored in the document repository.
Fig. 1. Shows the basic metadata information, including titleTag, authorTag,
yearTag doiTag etc, extracted with multi tags. The citing list of one citation is
extracted with citing title, author and year tags. Keywords information in cgTag is
also extracted in context to help calculating keywords frequency.
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Fig. 1. Metadata Extraction.

2.2

Keywords Extraction

The Microsoft Academic Search (MAS) API [7] allows developers to build
applications by leveraging the data and functions of MAS. They supply a keyword
function that represents keyword objects in many fields such as “Biology, Chemistry,
Engineering Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science” and so on. In the computer
science category, domains like “Algorithms & Theory, Artificial Intelligence,
Computer Vision, Data Mining, Databases, Graphics” are described separately. We
target our research in the “Computer>Graphics” domain, from which we collected

13,670 keywords. In a scientific publication, the usage of a group of keywords
reflects its topic. We use these 13K keywords as standard terms to match phrases used
in a computer graphics paper. These 13K computer graphics keywords are used for
every citation to collect keyword frequency information. Then we need to store it in a
suitable repository that can be easily mapped with standard words in the Computer
Graphics (CG) citation context.
The keywords we fetched from MAS API contain a variety of terms for the same
meaning, such as “three dimensional”, “3D” and “three-dimensional”. For machine
processing, these terms will be treated as different terms. To understand these terms,
an ontology is introduced into the system to share this conceptualization [8-9]. These
“3D” synonyms should be treated as same “type” in the ontology with multi “same
As” links. We defined predicate “rdf:type” and “owl:sameAs” for this purpose in
Sesame [10] RDF repository and convert all these standard terms into Resource
Description Framework (RDF) triples. By building up this “OWLIM-LITE”
repository with “Owl-max” ruleset, this repository is connected as the ontology from
GATE Gazetteer.
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Data Repository

Apart from keywords stored in the RDF repository, a document repository CouchDB
[11] is employed for metadata and a raw data repository. In order to enhance full text
search ability, the search engine Elasticsearch [12] is used to store the abstract part of
the metadata in JSON format. Graph databases are very efficient in traversing
relationships [13], which are suitable for dealing with citing relations between
citations. We benefit from these four repositories in terms of flexibility, efficiency,
convenience, and intuition.

Fig. 2. Data is managed in four NoSql repositories.

We use Sesame RDF to store computer graphics (CG) terms or keywords as
ontologies (fig. 2); the benefit of RDF storage is that we can update it when new
terms are created or synonyms of an existing term are found. With inferencing and
querying support, our ontology is connected with GATE as language resources. Then
this language resource is used to create an ontology Gazetteer in GATE. To recognize
these CG terms, a Jape Transducer with JAPE rule file is defined to pick out these
terms and give them a unified tag (cgTag in fig. 1).
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The metadata that describes the basic information of a citation is managed in the
Document repository, CouchDB. Keyword frequency of a document reveals what a
citation talks about with standard domain terms. This information is stored in
CouchDB at the data collection stage. Abstract information from a citation is an
important summary. This data extracted from the raw PDF file is stored as an
attachment at the data collection stage.
CouchDB is designed for web application, a raw PDF citation file can be stored as
an attachment to its metadata. The attachment presented by a URL can be easily
passed to another file consumer, since a URL mapped to this file can be identified by
its document ID. As a schema-free database, one document’s data is allowed to have
any number of properties. From that character, inheritance classes could be mapped
into the same data document. That means it gives the user the freedom of mapping
data with more properties or fewer. Views in CouchDB is a kind of design document
which supplies output of a group of related data. As these view design documents are
written by the user through JavaScript, the calculation ability is more flexible than
SQL. Validation function is a special property of a design document. From both old
and new document content as input, this function gives the user the ability to verify
relation of properties or relation of new and old documents. The Map/Reduce function
supplied by CouchDB is useful for aggregation data to create a summary of a group of
data.
Although views are the tool for querying data on CouchDB documents, full text
search cannot be achieved even through Elasticsearch Rivers [14]. Elasticsearch is
introduced for this propose. At the data processing stage, citation data (abstract
information, a few basic metadata properties and document ID) read from CouchDB
is loaded into the search engine. As a shared entity, the citation object is stored in the
Document repository with the full set of properties, while in search engine the citation
object with basic properties is loaded. The link between these two cross-repository
objects of the same citation is the same ID. So the citations found by the search
engine can be tracked with full information in the Document repository.
Graph databases are very efficient in traversing relationships. We select Neo4j as
the Graph database storing relationships of citations and relationships between
citation and keywords. Relationships between citations can be defined in many cases.
The citing relationship describes the reference list of a citation. This information can
be gathered from the citation itself. The cited relationship describes other citations
which use this given citation as a reference. This information also can be gathered
from the Document repository by using a query. But detecting similar citing or cited
papers between two given papers needs massive deep querying that is not efficient. So
the Graph database is used in our system. It loads data from the Document repository
to create relationships of reference (citation) and usage (keywords) at the data
processing stage. In the graph repository, a relation can be described by a path; it is
more efficient and convenient to find a path in the graph repository.
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4.1

Citation Data Visualization

Cited Relationship

As mentioned before, reference information is extracted from the raw PDF file. Due
to formatting problems, some references are extracted without exactly matching a
paper title even though they exist in the Document repository. But we still have a
large number of relations in the Graph repository. At this stage we treat citations
within“SIGGRAPH” as internal papers, citations from other digital libraries like IEEE
as external reference papers. As we have processed metadata from raw SIGGRAPH
for 13 years of citations, one SIGGRAPH paper citing other SIGGRAPH papers can
be tracked, otherwise these cited papers can only be treated as references.
In order to extract meaningful data, we present our “be cited” relationships in a D3
[15] chord diagram.
The data structure in the Graph repository can be treated as many trees if we treat
starting nodes as the root of its reference tree. In our Chord diagram, only root nodes
and leaf nodes of the required length path are presented.
Fig. 3 (F) presents 13-year paper citing relations. The data are papers that have
relationships between them more than length 6 in 13 years. Short arc papers have
normally been published in recent years and the longer arc papers normally in earlier
years. Querying these inheritance relations from the Graph database is much more
efficient than in other types of database. The longer the arc, the more length 6 citing
papers are related to the paper. These longer arc papers are more likely to be root
nodes of depth 7 tree structures. Fig. 3 (G) presents the relation between the given
single citation and its indirect citing papers with mouse hover on a paper title. The
diagram shows only citing papers of this input paper and hides other papers. Due to
image space limitations, all paper titles are reduced to 20 characters. Fig. 3 (H)
presents citations as cited citations in the year 2013 corpus and their citing citations.
As we have 13 year corpuses from 2002 to 2014, those citing papers are published
papers from the year 2014 corpus. From H we can easily recognize a paper in brown
named “Globally optimal dir” is cited more times than others.
Topic Distribution
Fig. 4 uses keywords data linked with the paper year property to calculate topic
modelling. The probabilities of topics are shown according to their proportion. The
topics were retrieved by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm. The
algorithm assumes the documents were produced in a probabilistic generative model,
which discovers the topics in every document or a corpus. The figure shows six
selected topic variations from year 2005 to 2014. The proportion of the topic is
represented by height at each time along the horizontal axis. The topic colours
correspond to the legend colours and texts. The interactive functions would offer
more information, e.g. mouse hover on a topic of certain year. Then the topic name,
year and value of the topic are shown with the pointer. Comparing to [16], which uses
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a matrix-like style to present topics, ours has more explicit and simple visibility and
operations.
The project only concentrates on the computer graphic documents from
proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH. For example, a decreasing publication number can
be seen in the topic of “image compression” while a chopping pattern shows in the
topic of “real time”. From these trends, the users can judge research topic trends by
years. More information, such as topic contents, topic-related documents and their
publication details, will be added in the next stage.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we present our work on text mining and data management on a large
number of scientific publications for collecting and presenting citation information
and topic trends to facilitate research work. Four data storages including a semantic
repository, an index and search repository, a document repository and a graph
repository are employed for efficient data management and fast information retrieval.
The experiment results show that the combination of these four repositories can
efficiently store and index the publication data reliably to supply valuable information
to support scientific research, which further helps researchers to derive meaningful
insights of the published scientific resources more conveniently, enabling them to
grasp technological change more quickly and hence assists new scientific discovery.
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Fig. 3. Chord diagram. F: 13-year corpuses of length 6 cited relations. G: singlecited relations.
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Fig. 4. Topic river visualisation
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